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1. Introduction 

 

This document gives ideas for an application which will be used in the PMO (Prime 
minister’s office) and it will help common people to be updated, informed and involved 
about the happenings inside PMO (Prime minister’s office). Even the prime minister can use 
this application for his personal use this can be achieved by using advance encryption and 
decryption algorithms so we can use 256/512 bit DES/AES algorithm. So, this app 
(application) can easily store and manage highly secure, confidential data with ease. 
 
People of India have to use their registered Indian mobile or telephone number to 
authenticate with this app. Another advantage is that people can link their Identity cards for 
a better authentication e.g. Aadhar card, Rashan card, passport etc. people can update their 

ID’s and personal information like dob, family members, occupation, hometown etc. on the 
app and when a user submits a message or an issue to the PMO these details (personal 
information and Identity) will help PMO to validate the person. 

 

 To give a much better service to people we can give free data for using this 

application. 
For example: Wi-Fi data usage of this app can be free for people on government Wi-
Fi as this can be achieved in Kolkata. 

This document gives a rough idea of what we can do and achieve with this application. 
There are lots and lots of things one can do with this application and this can cause a 
revolution in shaping the future of “Digital India”. 
 

App will have a modern, easy and elegant UI design. This will help people to explore and 
understand each and every feature of the application easily and about all the happenings 
inside prime minister’s office. UI ideas described in figure 5, 6 and 7. 

 
Problem statement: 
 
The problem is divided into three Hashtags categories which are: 
 

1. Information: What information would you like to know about the Prime Minister and Prime 
Minister’s Officer readily? Examples include: 

 Profile of the Prime Minister 
 Cabinet Ministers and Portfolios 

 
2. Interaction: Interact with the Prime Minister and help the Prime Minister interact with you. 

Ideas relating to interaction can include: 
 Send a message or idea to the Prime Minister 
 Pledge support to a campaign e.g. Swacch Bharat Abhiyan cleaning selfie upload 
 Donate to the Prime Minister’s relief fund 
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3. Broadcast: Stay updated on the latest with the Prime Minister and the Prime Minister’s 
Office, These ideas involve daily updates that you as a user would like to get. Examples 
include: 

 Weekly address to the Nation on different issues on YouTube through the app 
 Speeches made by the Prime Minister can be sent as a push notification to watch live 

on the app 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1: An overall idea for app and logic behind Encryption/decryption 
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2. Information 

 

#information 

Accurate information is a key part of motivation. This listed information is very important as 

it tells most of the required information about the PM and PMO. People can easily gain 

knowledge of their prime minister and his Cabinet ministers and become familiar with them. 

 

People can view PM’s profile and all the required details about the PM of India. In simple 

words a complete portfolio of the PM and similar tabbed portfolios of Cabinet ministers. 

The portfolio of PM will contain his general information and many more details which are 

listed as follows:- 

 

2.1 Profile of Prime minister 

 Full name   : Narendra Damodardas Modi 

 Spouse   : Jashodaben Chimanlal (separated) 

 Headquarters  : South Block, Secretariat Building, New Delhi 

 Office Timings  :  

 Status   : Current PM of India 

 Member of  : Indian Parliament for Varanasi 

Gujarat Legislative Assembly for Maninagar 

 Other info  : 15th Prime Minister of India 

 Political party  : Bharatiya Janata Party 

 Residence  : 7, Race Course Road, New Delhi 

 Born   : 17th September 1950 

 Religion  : Hinduism 

 Phone No  : +91-11-23012312 

 Fax   : +91-11-23019545, 23016857 

 Websites  : Official - www.narendramodi.in 
Government - pmindia.gov.in/en 
Facebook - www.facebook.com/narendramodi 
Twitter - twitter.com/narendramodi 

Above profile will be followed by a paragraph about the prime minister (figure 6) 

 

2.2 Biography of Prime minister 

This part will describe detailed description, account of a PM's life story highlighting all 

various aspects of his life including intimate details of experience, formative years and 

years of governance. This will also entail about basic facts like education, work, 

http://www.narendramodi.in/
http://pmindia.gov.in/en
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relationships, history, up’s and downs of life. To conclude a complete portray of PM’s 

life. 

 

2.3 Awards and achievements of Prime minister 

National and international honors, achievements, donations, tributes, certificates etc. of 

the PM will listed here (Related images can be found in gallery) 

This section will be like a “Hall of fame” of the PM and his office 

 

2.4 Governance Track 

Ongoing/past/upcoming events, campaigns, policies etc. from PM and PMO.  

His works done for the country (related images can be found in gallery) and his future 

plans in short all the trending life events related to PM or PMO will be listed in a well 

categorized manner. With this people can easily get to know their current and past 

works of the PM. 

 

2.5 List of former Prime ministers 

“It’s better to know your past if you want to succeeded in your future” A fact that tells 

how important it is to know our previous prime ministers 

A great section where one can explore the history of India’s prime ministers. Knowledge 

about past will help people to know their current PM better. 

 

2.6 Similar listed profiles of all Cabinet ministers 

 Other than PM one can explore a lot about cabinet ministers. Portfolio of each minister 

will be listed in a well categorized and hierarchical manner. And people can bookmark 

them as their favorites (set star) so that they can never miss any updates from their 

favorite minister. After bookmarking, people will get notifications updates from their 

starred ministers. Notification updates like their campaigns, visits, interviews etc. 

As the portfolio of PM, the Cabinet ministers will also have a similar portfolio. Every 

detail will be listed starting from their general information to their ongoing campaigns 

and work. 

If people don’t know their cabinet ministers then they can categorize (department, 

designation, region etc.)  the view of cabinet ministers and find them easily or else if 

they know their ministers name they can directly search on the app. (figure 7) 
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2.7 Survey stats 

A pictorial and graphical representation of survey stats. Can be viewed in the tabbed 

menu of the app. For example people can view Economic survey stats, census data or 

current budget and many more.so, with this feature; Instead of reading weekly stats 

from magazines and newspaper people can now view current stats live anytime. 

 

Figure 2: Service wise allocation in capital budget 

 

Figure 3: Subsidies as percentage of GDP 

 

 

Figure 4: Economic survey statistics 
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Figure 5: UI design of the home page. 

On the main page all the latest updates from the 

PMO will be shown. And we can change tab from 

left tabbed menu. 

When a tab is selected that selected tab will move 

to top and other tabs will be below current tab. 

1. News and updates - Shows latest updates 

like articles, videos etc. 

2. Starred items – on selecting this tab 

people can view their starred i.e. favorite 

posts, articles and favorite minister’s 

updates. 

3. Change language – people can change to 

their desired language from here. 

4. My profile – people can update their 

personal profile from this tab. 

5. Settings – general application settings 

6. Share – people can share the broadcasts 

from PMO to social networking websites. 

Figure 6: UI design for Portfolios. 

On this portfolios page all the information about 

the selected person will be shown. We can 

change to view other information by selecting 

from the tab. People can set the minister as 

favorites from right side and giving a star 

1. General information – all common 

necessary information about the minister 

2. Biography of selected minister 

3. awards and achievements 

4. Governance track 

5. List of former prime ministers 

6. List of all cabinet ministers 

7. Stats 
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3. Interaction 
 

# Interaction 

 

This module is to interact with PM and PMO.  Idea, insights, thoughts and issues can be 

submitted here. People can click images or videos and submit them along with their 

request. For example:  a person clicking and posting his pic cleaning the bank of Ganga in 

support for clean Ganga abhiyaan.  Posting Images of ongoing event like polio or women 

empowerment. Posting videos of some issue like sting operation of corrupt person or 

minister. 

 

Figure 7: UI design for list of cabinet ministers 

A scrollable list of all cabinet ministers will be 

listed and people can click on one image to view 

their portfolio. 

Even people can change the listed order of 

cabinet minister i.e. sort by region, by 

department, by name etc. and one can change to 

list or grid view. All these can be changed from 

top right side 
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3.1 Well categorized authenticated form to submit requests to the PMO 

People can post text description, pictures or videos to PMO 

 

3.2 Show similar requests before submitting 

As in most of the websites people can browse through open quarries. This will help 

people to find similar quarries and have them resolved then and there itself.   

 

3.3 View/Edit status of requests and issues 

People can see all their pending, solved or unsolved submitted quarries. And they can 

even alter or resubmit their quarries 

Any participation in some event, campaign, government colleges, government jobs etc. 

can be easily done through the app menu 

 

3.4 Participate in some contest/campaigns offered by PMO 

From this section people can participate in PM’s political party, competitions, 

campaigns; they can even search for available government jobs and college openings. 

 

3.5 Verified submission of quarries 

When a person is submitting his request then his verified identification (Aadhar card, 

Passport, PAN card, Rashan card, Driving license, Voter ID card etc.) and if possible 

Current location (GPS) of the user will be also sent along with the quarry. This feature 

will help in authenticating people and handling fake and improper requests. 

 
 
 
 

3.6 Donate to the Prime Minister’s relief fund 

People can transfer money to prime ministers relief fund. They can pay through their 

credit/debit card or can create a DD from bank and upload its scanned copy or other 

modes of payments can also be used 

 

3.7 Buy products and support 

People can order things Like Indian flag, shirts, T-shirts, flyers, goodies etc. in support for 

India and all these profit will go to PM’s fund. 
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4. Broadcast 
 

# broadcast 

In this module PM and PMO can broadcast almost anything they want to; they can 

broadcast texts or audios, videos or any kind of file to this portal. They can post interviews 

or even documents like expenditure, bill, budget etc. so that common people can be easily 

be aware of things going on at PMO. People can view these posts from PMO and they can 

do comment and likes on these posts. 

 

4.1 View categorized broadcasts => video, audio, text, files, posts from PMO 

People can find gamut of YouTube videos related to PM and PMO. All broadcasts will be 

detailed and well categorized collection of videos/audios/written text/files, speeches, 

interviews; public meetings etc. people can sort these videos according to department, 

designation, region for a better view. 

If the show notification is turned on from the app settings then people will get a 

notification as soon as something is posted from Prime minister’s office.  

 

4.2 Comments and Views 

People can view posts from PMO and they can comment and like on these posts. These 

comments in turn will give a very good feedback of posts and the ministers from PMO 

can easily analyze what’s best for people by analyzing these comments. 

 

4.3   Live feeds from PM/PMO 

The prime minister can go live on the app or on the media. This will be one of the best 

ways to broadcast. 

For this PM will simply take out his smartphone and broadcast his live video or audio 

from anywhere. And people will get a notification prior to the broadcast. 

This feature can prove to be very useful 

For example in a situation of high alert PM can easily and within no time broadcast his 

message to the country. 
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5. App extension/Future work 
 

5.1 General extensions for public 

This app can be extended to support more features, these not necessarily have to be an integral 

part of the application but these features can also be add-ons, or plugins of the main 

application (i.e. extensions). Examples listed as follows. 

 

 Apply for government colleges or jobs 

 Apply for national ID’s like passport, rashan card etc. 

 Report a fir or a crime/accident 

 Call for nearby ambulance or fire brigade 

 Search for nearby government services like hospitals and toilets etc. 

 Support for hotline numbers chat and call support (like 911 in US) 

 track peoples location so as to reduce crime 

 easy identification of people by government officials through application 

 incredible India – encourage tourism, suggest tourist places in India 

 Different application features for member services like financial office, Dept. of space, 

Dept. of atomic energy, ministry of personnel, public grievances and pensions etc. 

 Get instant help from a government doctor direct from application or through a call 

 

5.2 Extensions personally for PMO 

 If there’s a need then this application can be extended to support much more features. 

Features explained below gives a rough ideas (not included in main requirement) of what can 

be achieved by this application. Only the Prime minister or Cabinet ministers can use these 

below extensions of the application. These features of the app are highly confidential so at the 

backend we’ll use AES/DES 256/512 bit algorithm and other cryptographic techniques to 

achieve this level of security.  

Below are some advance features which can be used. 

  Schedule a meeting with other ministers or with media 

PM, ministers of PMO can schedule meetings with other ministers and media. PM and 

ministers of PMO can view other minister’s calendars and dates and then they can easily 

analyze when to schedule events/meetings on free slots. 

 

  Talk or attach Audio/video/file interact with other ministers 

  The prime minister can talk or send official directly to other ministers even the server 

admin or an eavesdropper (if somehow he captures the packets) cannot be able to 

decode this message because of advance cryptographic techniques used. 
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AED/DES 256/512 bit algorithm will help to encrypt and decrypt these data. 

So virtually no one can eavesdrop these communications of PM. Depicted in Figure 1. 

 

  Read/write bills budgets and post them live 

PM and his ministers can read bills and budgets over the app i.e. any official document 

sent by other ministers. And he can easily “virtually” (not meant to replace official 

proceedings) approve or reject these papers. 

 

  Updates from other offices 

PM can view the progress and process from other government offices like financial 

office, Department of space, Department of atomic energy etc. they can even view live 

videos of these office as described in 5.5 

 

  View official cameras across India 

PM can view any government official camera. For example it can be Delhi metro station 

or airport, office of ministers, any government department etc. 

PM and his officers can even use Augment Reality to customize the places. And then 

they’ll forward this augment image for implementation to a department. For e.g. A 

customized airport with augment objects sent by PMO for the actual 

deployment/construction to start. 

 

  Campaign/bill promotion 

Almost like a broadcast PM and his officers can promote anything they want to. They 

can do promotions of their party, plans, and an idea over a topic etc. 

 

  Read news and updates from around the world 

The main purpose for this is to make the PM and his officers updated about the 

happenings around the world, government stats, economy of India, Rupee index, videos 

etc. this feature gives an instant power to find answers and gain knowledge about 

required subjects and topics.  

 

  Check current location and attendance of other minister 

PM’s work is to have an overview on other ministers and the happenings around. So 

with this PM can view the attendance of other ministers and employees. He can easily 

see if one is present at his or desired office or not. 

 

 Schedule/manage events and dates remainder and scheduler 

Personal notification to remind PM about upcoming and ongoing events and even PM 

can start an event and send personal notifications to other ministers. This feature helps 

to be reminded about things and never miss any important event. 
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6. Conclusion 
 

This application can be of a wide use for the PM, PMO and for every citizen of India. This app 

will help to diminish the gap between common people and government. 

This application can shape the future, standard, quality and lots of things of India. We can move 

to a new era of digital India where there’s no gap between the government and common 

people.  
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